Extension by integer translates of compactly supported function for multiplier spaces on periodic Hardy spaces to multiplier spaces on Hardy spaces is given . Shannon sampling theorem is extende d to Hardy spaces.
. Introduction and statement of results
The purpose of this paper is to establish a natural extension from multiplier spaces M(p) on periodic Hardy spaces HP (T) to multiplie r spaces M(p) on Hardy spaces HP (R) by integer translates of a functioñ and to extend Shannon sampling theorem to Hardy spaces . It is the continuation of [13] on stability of integer translates of a function bu t with different interest . In [13] , the following stability problem of intege r transiates of 0
( 1 ) c-l llf IIHP(Z)
HP ( R )
was considered which arises in the interpolation of sequences by function s and plays an important role in multiresolution analysis, where o C p < oo, f = {f( n)}Ez is a tempered sequence, HP (Z) and HP (R) denote s
Hardy spaces on Z and R respectively, and Z is the set of integers .
A natural replacement of the norm in (1) when p = oo is the norm as multiplier operator on HP (T) and HP (R) respectively, which is an O(x) > Co on { ó < l x l < 1} and EmEZ .P (2 m x ) = 1 for x O, wher e ¿)(x )
Co is a positive constant and the Fourier transform is defined by _ f e 2 'i' y+P(y)dy . Denote (D,(x) = 2 m cl9(2 m x) for m E Z . Now we defin e
Hardy spaces H P (R) by
and define Hardy spaces H P (T) (c .f. [3D b y The classical result of de Leeuw [7] on multiplier said the restriction t o the integer lattice of a continuous multiplier on L P (R) is a multiplier on L P (T) when 1 C p < oo . In 1992, Liu [8] extended the above conclusion to Hardy spaces . The multiplier extension was considered by Jodeit [6] 
Define a natural map O' from S to S(0) b y 0 * ' : 
L°°implies {C(n)} E l°°, then it suffices to assume 1 is one-to -on e in Theorem 2 . In particular Theorem 2 can be written as that 1 has (2) and is a continuous function wit h compact support, where 4 < p < oo . The continuity condition oi l c a n b e dropped in one spatial dimension since for any distribution o n R such that is one-to-one there exists a univariate spline Bk suc h that ~= B k *~is continuous and ~*' is one-to-one . But I do not know how to construct this modifier Bk in high spatial dimensions . B y Fourier transform characterization of global linear independence in [9] , the box spline and Daubechie s ' scaling function satisfy the condition o ñ in Theorem 2 .
Shannon sampling theorem [10] plays an important role in signa l analysis . It says a function with its Fourier transform supported i n [-1 + E, -E] for some 0 < E < 2 has its LP ( R ) norm comparabl e to its 1P (Z) norm of its restriction to integer lattices Z where 1 < p < oo . In 1990, R . Torres [14] extended the aboye conclusion t o ,. Theorem 3 . Let 0 < p < +oo .
If f E S' (R) with supp f C
[-1 + e, -e] for some 0 < E < 2 , then the inequalit y
holds for some constant C dependent of e and p only.
For simplicity in the exposition we restrict ourselves to one spatial dimension, all results can be extended to high spatial dimensions . The results of Theorem 1 and 3 can be extended to spaces of Triebel-Lizorki n type trivially. The big letter C will denote different constant at different occurance .
Sorne lemmas
To prove our theorems, we will use the following fundamental lemmas.
Lemma 1 . c .f. [15] . 
To prove (4), we first prove 
for some constant C independent of f and by integrating over 161 Ç 6 o for some sufficiently small 6o > o we ge t 
Obviously (6) is true when 1 < p < oo since Marcinkiewicz real interpolation, 1 m MM(2) = IIm~~L~~R} and II m IIM(P) = iimIIm(p,) wher e p' = --~--' Hence the matter reduces to proving (6) for o C p Ç 1 . For p-1 f E HP (R), we have the atomic decomposition f(x) = Er_ o Akak (x ) with C-1 II f MHP(R) ç(Er o IÀ k 1» ç C f~f IIHP(R), where a k are (p,2,$ ) atoms and s~p -1 . We call that a is an (p, 2, s) atom if there exists a n interval 1 such that supp a c 1, 11 a M L 2 ( R) < 1 1 1 1-t , and f x"a(x) dx = o for o < cx < s . It is easy to show Ex} is continuous, Iá(x)i ç 1--1 and I< CI x l s+l I I i P s+2-~. Hence I< Cixi1
-1 CIII P an d when we let t = ixl -1 and (6) is proved for 0 < p < 1 by choosin g f E HP (R) such that f 1 on the unit sphere .
I ç Er o I a kl lá k (x)I ç C(E°°o Denote ft (x) = t~p f () . Therefore ft (x) = a k ( a k ) t (x) and C 1 (o I ak I) p k
Second we prove 
Recall that ~is continuous . Hence there exist finite points x i E K and weights C( x 2 ) such that A nf = E i C(x 2 ) f ( x i + n) for every f E S(0) .
This shows IC(n)I = Anmi < for every n E Z . Therefore (7 ) holds and Lemma 2 is proved by combining (6) and (7) . ■ 
Q . SU N Lemma 4 . Let Ph be defined by (8) and h be a Schwartz function . Then Ph maps HP (T) to HP (R) ,
ll PhfiiHPR)
Observe that * h (x)l ç CN (1+ I far every N> 0 an d some CN independent of m . Also observe that supp(eri,n *h) N),.1z * f))" C {2m Ç lxi ç 2ó 2m } and
and Lemma 4 is proved . ■ 
. Proof of theorems

Proof of Theorem 1 : Let {C(n)} be a multiplier on HP (T) an d sup p q5 c HM, 4 M~fo r som e M > 1 . Denote m(x ) = E C(n)O( x -n) . Let ■:I) k be as in th e definitio n o f HP (R)
.m(x)( cl, k * fr(x) = E C(1)O(x -1)( ■b k * f) A (x ) 1l 1<22Mi -F M for k < 2N~1 . Write O'(x) = InEZ O' (Z) 7/)(x -- for some~E
S(R ) wit h sup p zj~c {lx I < $ } , wher e O' denotes invers e Fourier trans-
form . Therefore
where 6 C r C min (p,1) . The first inequality follows Hólder inequality and >nEZ lan l Ç (>nz lfor 4 C p Ç 1, the second inequality follows from Lemma 1 and
(see [13, Lemma 6]}, and the third inequality follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 . For k
and Theorem 1 is proved . ■ Proof of Theorem 2: Let m(x) = EnEZ C(n)«x -n) be a multiplie r of H P (R) P (R) and f(x) = IIEZ is a trigonometric polynomial .
x ¿'(x+n M) dx
Observe that J(k)I < Ck il f Il HP(T) • Therefore we assume f (0) = 0 without loss of generality. Writ e 
